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Abstract*It is demonstrated that the domain of the past of a pencil!generated temporal arrow over Galois
_elds of order q1"GF"q1## incorporates the regions of both the past and the future of the arrow de_ned over
its sub_eld GF"q#[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved

The starting point of this short contribution is the quadratic equation

ax1¦bx¦q�9\ a�9�b\ "0#

which\ as is shown in detail in ð0Ł\ gives us complete information about the structure of a temporal
dimension generated by the pencil of conics0\
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qij"q0\1#x² ix² j�q0x²0x²1¦q1x²1
2�9\ "1#

in a projective plane over an arbitrary Galois _eld GF"q#\ provided that the plane is a.nized in
the way that the equation of the {line at in_nity| reads

x²0−ax²1−bx²2�9\ a�9�b "2#

and where q0q1:q0 and x0x²1:x²2[ In particular ð0Ł\ if GF"q# is of an odd characteristic\ then
"Theorem 0#]

, the domain of the past corresponds to D which are non!zero squares in GF"q#\ while
, the region of the future is represented by D non!squares in GF"q#\

where D0b1−3aq[ On the other hand\ when GF"q# has an even characteristic\ then "Theorem
1#]

, the domain of the past comprises the conics of pencil eqn "1#\ for which Dq"U#�9\ whereas
, the region of the future is generated by those conics of eqn "1# whose Dq"U#�0\ where

U0aq:b1 and
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0 The symbols and notation adopted here are identical to those of ð0Ł[
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Dq"U#0U¦U1¦U3¦[ [ [¦Uq:1[ "3#

Let us deal _rst with the case when GF"q# has an even characteristic\ i[e[\ when

q�1n\ n�some positive integer[ "4#

Thus\ for U$GF"q#\ eqn "3# acquires the form

Dq"U#0U¦U1¦U3¦[ [ [¦U1n−0
\ "5#

and for U$GF"q1#\ we have

Dq1 "U#0U¦U1¦U3¦[ [ [¦U11n−0
[ "6#

Our task is to rewrite eqn "6# in terms of eqn "5#[ To this end\ we notice that

Dq1 "U#0"U¦U1¦U3¦[ [ [¦U1n−0
#¦"U1n

¦U1n¦0
¦[ [ [

¦U11n−0
#�Dq"U#¦"U1n

¦"U1#1n
¦[ [ [¦"U1n−0

#1n
# "7#

which\ taking into account that in arithmetic modulo 1 ðð0Ł\ eqn "00#Ł

"u¦v¦[ [ [w#1�u1¦v1¦[ [ [w1\ "8#

can really be cast into the desired form\

Dq1 "U#�Dq"U#¦D1n

q "U#[ "09#

At this point\ it is only su.cient to recall that for elements w in a _eld of characteristic two "ð0Ł\
Section 1#

w¦w�1w�9\ "00#

in order to _nd that Dq1"U#�9 for both Dq"U#�9 and Dq"U#�0[ From Theorem 1\ it then
follows that GF"11n#!past contains both the GF"1n#!past and GF"1n#!future[ In the second part of
this note\ we will show that the same also holds for _elds of odd characteristic\ i[e[\ for

q�pn\ "01#

p being a"ny# prime greater than 1[
To this end\ we recall "ð0Ł\ Section 1# that\ for every Galois _eld GF"q#\ there exists a unique

element h\ called the primitive root\ which has the property that any x$GF"q# can be written as

x�hk\ k�a positive integer\ "02#

and which meets the constraint

hq−0�0[ "03#

Hence\ denoting the primitive root of GF"q1# as r\ we have\ for every w$GF"q1#\

w�70\ l�a positive integer "04#

and

7q1−0�0[ "05#

Combining eqn "03# and eqn "05# then yields
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h�7"q1−0#:"q−0#�7q¦0\ "06#

from which it follows that

x�hk�7k"q¦0#07l�w[ "07#

Now\ among the q−0 non!zero elements of GF"q#\ there are "q−0#:1 non!squares and the same
number of squares\ the former "latter# being the odd "even# powers of h ð0Ł[ Going back to eqn
"07# and taking into account eqn "01#\ we see that because q¦0�pn¦0 is even\ l will be even
irrespective of the character of k[ Thus\ both the non!squares and non!zero squares of GF"q#
become squares in GF"q1# which\ in the light of Theorem 0\ simply means that the GF"p1n#!past\
p×1\ also incorporates both the GF"pn#!past and GF"pn#!future[
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